
Appendix A:  Text-search algorithm used to screen chest radiograph reports for central lines. 

 

A chest radiograph report screen for central line is positive if it contains any of the following 

text: 

- CVP LINE  

- IJ LINE  

- JUGULAR LINE  

- PICC  

- PORT (with CATH within 10 spaces)  

- SUBCLAVIAN (with LINE within 20 spaces)  

- CATHETER (without PIGTAIL within 20 spaces before or PLEUR within 15 spaces before 

or FEEDING within 15 spaces before or DRAINAGE within 15 spaces before or REMOV 

within 20 spaces)  

- CENTRAL LINE (without REMOVED within 30 spaces)  

- VENOUS LINE (without REMOVED within 40 spaces) 

A simple random sample of 4986 chest radiograph reports was manually reviewed to determine 

the presence or absence of a central line.  We found that 16.5% of reports cited a central line.  

The algorithm above had a sensitivity of 98.8%, a specificity of 98.8%, a positive predictive 

value of 94.5% and a negative predictive value of 99.7% for central line.   

  



Appendix B: Text search algorithm used to screen chest radiograph reports for pneumothorax. 

 

A chest radiograph report screen for pneumothorax is deemed positive if it contains any of the 

following text: 

- PNEUMOTHORAX without [NO or RULE OUT or RESOLVED or DID NOT 

DEMONSTRATE or WITHOUT or PREVIOUS or RATHER THAN] before 

A simple random sample of 4994 chest radiograph reports was manually reviewed to determine 

the presence or absence of pneumothorax being cited in the report.  Pneumothorax was identified 

in 2.94% of reports.  The algorithm above had a sensitivity of 95.3%, a specificity of 99.6%, a 

positive predictive value of 89.4% and a negative predictive value of 99.9% for pneumothorax.   

 

  



Appendix C: Text search algorithm used to screen chest radiograph reports for chest tubes. 

A chest radiograph report screen for pneumothorax is deemed positive if it contained any of the 

following text: 

- CHEST TUBE present without REMOV (within same sentence)  

- DRAIN present without REMOV (within same sentence)  

- PIGTAIL present without REMOV (within same sentence)  

- PLEURAL CATHETER present without REMOV (within same sentence)  

- PLEURAL DRAIN present without REMOV (within same sentence)  

- PLEUREX present without REMOV (within same sentence)  

- PLEURX present without REMOV (within same sentence)  

- THORACOSTOMY TUBE present without REMOV (within same sentence)  

- PLEURX present without REMOV (within same sentence)  

- DRAIN present without REMOV (within same sentence) 

- PLEURAL CATHETER present without REMOV (within same sentence)  

- PLEURX present without CLINIC (within same sentence)  

- PLEUX present without CLINIC (within same sentence)  

- DRAIN present without MEDIASTINAL (within same sentence) 

 

In a simple random sample of 4992 chest radiograph reports (with a chest tube prevalence of 

7.1%), this algorithm had a sensitivity of 97.2%, a specificity of 99.4%, a positive predictive 

value of 92.9% and a negative predictive value of 99.8%.    

  



Appendix D: Administrative database codes used to identify central lines, pneumothoraxes, and 

chest tubes 

1. Central line (Canadian Classification of Intervention codes) 

Code Description 

2.IM.28 Insertion of Swan-Ganz catheter 

1.JQ.53 Insertion hemo-dialysis catheter, jugular vein 

1.JT.53 Insertion hemo-dialysis catheter, subclavian vein 

1.IS.53 Implantation central venous line 

2.LZ.28.GR-PL Venous percutaneous transluminal catheter (CVP monitor) 

 

2. Pneumothorax (International Classification of Diseases – 10 – CA codes) 

Code Description 

J93* Pneumothorax 

J94.2 Hemopneumothorax 

J95.80 Post-procedural pneumothorax 

 

3. Chest tube (Canadian Classification of Intervention codes) 

Code Description 

1.GV.52.HA Drainage, pleura, using percutaneous (needle) approach 

1GV52HAHE Drainage, pleura, using percutaneous catheter (intercostal)  

1GV52HATK Drainage, pleura, using percutaneous catheter with suction pump 

Note that chest tube was classified as being inserted for central line associated pneumothorax if 

its date followed that of the central line insertion.   

 

  



Appendix E:  Estimated number of CLAPs missed by study methods. 

A. Screen -'ve CXRs (Figure 1) 227,382 

B. Probablity CL in screen -ve radiograph reports (CL prevalence 16.5%, 

algorithm -LR 0.0121) 

0.0016 

C. Expected number missed CL (CL prevalence 16.5%, -LR 0.0121) (A*B) 370 

D. Probability that CL identified on chest radiograph had been identified in other 

radiograph done during the admission (Figure 1) 

0.458 

E. Expected number of admissions with missed CL (C-[C*D]) 200.40 

F. Probability CL followed by CLAP 0.017 

E. Expected number of missed CLAPs (E*F) 3 

 

CXR = chest radiograph; CL = central line; -ve = negative; -LR = negative likelihood ratio; 

CLAP = central line associated pneumothorax 

 

 


